
Restaurant     Review  

Chaophraya     Thai     Restaurant    -   Manchester  

Chaophraya is a superb Thai restaurant right 
in the heart of Manchester. The food is 
exceptional, the service second-to-none and 
the prices are staggeringly low for food of this 
quality. Chaophraya never fails to delight. We 
enjoyed another evening of top notch food, a 
great atmosphere and brilliant service. 

This time, my husband and I were entertaining 
4 guests from Norway, we all have previously 
visited Thailand. As always, we received a 

warm greeting, were shown to our table and our drinks order was promptly taken. 
Our table was in a quiet location, as requested, and it was a great size for 6 people.

 Our guests were impressed with the choice of dishes 
available. We opted for mixed starters and followed 
the waitress's advice to order 4 rather than 6 - an 
excellent suggestion as there was ample for all and 
they were delicious. We had 6 different main courses 
with various rice accompaniments. All were excellent, 
and my coconut rice and prawn curry with fruit was 
sublime. The other dishes of Thai Spiced Pork, Prawn 
Fried Rice and Pad Thai were also excellent. 
Unfortunately we were so full up we couldn’t eat 
another thing, suffice to say we didn’t order a pudding!!

Despite it being a busy Friday evening, we never felt rushed or under any pressure 
to leave our table. Our waitress was helpful, kind and knowledgeable.

The bill was accurate, the added service charge well deserved, and the total cost 
extremely good value. 

Once again, Chaophrayra delivered an outstanding experience, it really brought back 
memories of our Thai holiday, and we look forward to returning. If you visit only one 
restaurant in Manchester, it should be Chaophraya!
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